
The Fun In 
Fungi



Introduction
Shocked by wild mushrooms 

growing in our outdoor classroom. 
We were interested in what they 

were and why they were growing in 
random places in all this dry 

grassland. Students began to ask 
what are they and what are they 

eating? 



Question How do mushrooms grow?

Mushrooms in question.



Hypothesis Our Hypothesis includes

Our Wild Mushrooms must use a 
photosynthesis method of needing 
sunshine, dirt, and water to eat. We 
believe mushrooms are plants and 

grow just like them. 



Methods
Our procedures included us discovering Wild Mushrooms. 

We then noticed they were dry and needed more care, like a plant. 
Students were interested in learning about why they were located in an odd 

area of our outdoor classroom and wanted to know what they ate. 
After hypothesising that they were plants. We measured them out in the 

desert on week one. 
We watered one bouquet for a straight week and saw no results. 

While another bouquet had no plant care. 
Week two we checked back and noticed no changes. In either bouquets.

Next we wondered if they even were plants, so we watched a documentary of 
what is a mushroom, called Fantastic Fungi.

We learned mushrooms are a fungus and come from spores. 
We order spores online and learned mushrooms grow where things are 

decomposing. 
We were able to see fast changes in our spores with lots of moisture and 

study that mushrooms do thrive in decomposable areas in a grow kit. Each 
day we check our mushrooms and investigated in many ways. 

Dependent variable: If the mushrooms change with proper plant care. 
Independent variable: Watering or not watering mushroom as if they were 

plants. 
Controlled variable: Wild Mushrooms growing in the desert.



Data/Results

Patterns we noticed included the bouquets growing together. We loved 
learning the anatomy of a mushroom and a brand new kingdom to our 
vocabulary. We observed and researched many different mushrooms 
after finding Puffer Mushrooms in our desert and grew Pearl Oyster 

Mushrooms in our class. Students showed through hands on 
interactions understanding of decomposing and why the mushrooms 

are amazing for the world. We learned safety, scientific inquiry and 
investigation. 



Discussion

After much scientific inquiry we open our spores we 
received, kept them moist for 5 days and were able to 
see magic pearl oyster mushrooms grow before our 
eyes we investigated the anatomy of a mushroom 

bouquet and made connections with the Fungi Kingdom. 



Further Research
More questions students wonder and are taking home to 
solve with their families include…

Why do mushrooms like to clean soil?

Mushrooms are decomposers, who else is?

Are Mushrooms all over the world?

How many mushrooms can you find in your lifetime?
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